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Let X 6 Y be the injective tensor product of the separable Banach spaces A’ 
and Y and let SX, Sr and S,@ r be the unit spheres of these spaces. The tensor 
product of two symmetric tinite measures q, on SX and n2 on S,, t~i@)tfa, isdefined 
in a natural way as a measure on Sxd r. It is shown that vi @n2 is the spectral 
measure of a p-stable random variable Won A’ 6 Y, 0 <p < 2, if and only if ni and 
Q are the spectral measures of p-stable random variables U and V on X and Y, 
respectively. Actually upper and lower bounds for (El1 WI/‘)‘/’ in terms of the ran- 
dom variables U and V are obtained. When X = C(S), Y = C(T) with S, T compact 
metric spaces, and n, and n2 are discrete, our results imply that if Bi, Bi/ are i.i.d. 
standard symmetric real valued p-stable random variables, 0 <p < 2, X, E C(S), and 
y,~ C(T), then the series xv O,,xi(s) y,(r) converges uniformly a.s. iff the series 
C,f?,x,(s) and x:,0, y,(t) both converge uniformly a.s. When p = 2 this follows from 
Chevet’s theorem on Gaussian processes. Several examples are given. One of them 
requires an interesting upper bound on the probability distribution of the maximum 
of i.i.d. p-stable random variables taking values in a general Banach space. 0 1985 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. IN~-R~DUCTI~N 
Let U be a symmetric p-stable random variable, 0 <p < 2, with values in 
the separable Banach space X, and V a symmetric p-stable random variable 
with values in the separable Banach space Y. It is well known (see, e.g., [l, 
Theorem 3.6.16 J) that there exist unique symmetric, finite, positive Bore1 
measures q U and qV on the unit spheres S,= {XC X: (Ix I( = l} and 
S, = ( y E Y: 1) y (1 = 1 } which determine the characteristic functionals 
(hence the probability distributions) of U and V, i.e., 
E exp ix*(U) = exp - J, 1 X*(X)/~ q.(dx), x* E x*, (1.1) 
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Eexp Q*W=ev- 6, I ~*Wl%(44 y* E y*. (1.2) 
Let us now consider X 6 Y, the injective tensor product of X and Y. The 
main question that we will address is this: Is 
exp - s.i I f(x@.Y)l” rlu(dx) q,(4), fw% Y)*, (1.3) sx SY 
the characteristic functional of a symmetric p-stable random variable (say 
W) on the Banach space X@ Y? Just as Chevet [2] showed that the 
answer is “yes” when p = 2, i.e., when the random variables are Gaussian, 
the answer is also “yes” if 0 <p < 2. 
Let us recall that the injective tensor product X6 Y of two Banach 
spaces X and Y (which we assume to be separable throughout) is the com- 
pletion of the algebraic tensor product X@ Y by the norm 
11,~1 iixi@Yii; = suP 1 i iiX*(X,) y*(V,)( (1.4) 
IWII $ I,iIy*ll< I i= 1 
(x* E X*, y* E Y*); there is no ambiguity below in using the notation II.11 
for the injective tensor product norm. 
From the point of view of stochastic processes the most interesting 
example of a tensor product is C(S) t$ C(T) = C(S x T), where S and T are 
two compact metric spaces, and these spaces are, respectively, the Banach 
spaces of continuous functions on S, T, and S x T with the supremum 
norm. In this case the question we are concerned with translates 
immediately into a question about the sample continuity of certain two 
parameter p-stable random processes (see, e.g., [6, p. 1913 for an inter- 
pretation of Chevet’s theorem in these terms). 
Recall also that, unless B is a (separable) Banach space of stable type p, 
not every symmetric, finite, positive measure q on S, = {x E B: (1 x 11 = 1) 
determines a p-stable law by Eq. (1.1). If it does we say that q is the spec- 
tral measure of the corresponding stable law or random variable, and if U 
is such a random variable we write vv for q. Then, by definition, the 
measures q U and q,, in (1.1) and (1.2) are the spectral measures of the 
variables U and V. Regarding positive measures m on B let us set up the 
following notation, 
o,(m) = jB II x IIP m(dx))l’py ~~64 m), lml =m(B). (1.5) 
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Given finite symmetric positive measures y~r on Sx and qZ on S,, define 
vi @r12 on the subset (x@y: x E S,, YE S,} of Sxd y, the unit sphere of 
X6 Y, by 
II1Q?z(A)=(rllx?,)((x,Y)ES,XS,:XQY~A} (1.6) 
for any Bore1 subset A of S,g y. Then, the question described above 
becomes: If q, and ye* are spectral measures of p-stable random variables on 
X and Y, respectively, is rl 1 @ q2 the spectral measure of a X 6 Y valued p- 
stable random variable? To avoid trivialities we will assume that all the 
measures that appear in what follows are nonzero. 
THEOREM 1.1. (1) Let ?,I, and q2 be finite, symmetric, positive measures 
on S, and S,, respectively. Then the measure q1 Q q2 is the spectral measure 
of a p-stable random variable W on X 6 Y if and only if q1 and qz are, 
respectively, the spectral measures of p-stable random variables on X and Y. 
(2) When vu and q y are, respectively, the spectral measures of p-stable 
random variables U and V on X and Y, the random variable W defined in (1) 
satisfies: for all 0 < r < p, 
cr,p&p Q (El1 W)“‘6 CA,p9 (1.7) 
where 
4,p=~,h)~,h4+ sup (1 lx*(x)l~rl,,(dx))lA(ElI VII’)“’ 
IJ.Pll 6 1 sx 
UP 
+ sup 
(1 
I y*Mp vv(dy) 
1 
(E II WK (1.8) 
IIY’II G 1 sy 
4,=q&M~II wY’+~,h)(~Il Ull’Yr (1.9) 
and 0 < c,,~, C, < co are constants depending only on p and r. 
In Theorem 1.1, the L,-norms (E )I UIJr)‘lr, (E 11 Vl(r)l’r, (E 11 WIIr)“’ can 
be replaced by AptI1 ~lI)=~up,,o(~Pf’{lI U I >t)YPy AptI1 VII), and 
Ap( )I Wll), since for p-stable symmetric random variables U in any Banach 
space B, 
4,p(E II U II ‘I”+ G A,( II U II 1 d Dr,pW II U II 7”: O<r<p, (1.10) 
where dr,p > 0 and D,,p < CC are constants which depend only on r and p. 
(For lack of a suitable reference, the proof of the right side of (1.10) will be 
given in Sect. 3.) We will continue using L,-norms in what follows, but it is 
clear from (1.10) that any inequality involving these norms can be trans- 
lated into one involving A, with a possible change of constants. 
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If a Banach space B is of stable typep, then every finite, symmetric, 
positive measure q on SB is the spectral measure of a p-stable B valued ran- 
dom variable Z. Moreover, there exist constants cl, c2 independent of Z 
and q such that 
Vp(?) f (E II Zll’)“‘~ GOph). (1.11) 
We shall occasionally use the notation (E )( Zll’)‘/‘-op(qz) as an 
abbreviation for (1.11). These are well-known properties of type p stable 
spaces, and are discussed further in Section 3. Combining Theorem 1.1 with 
(1.11) we obtain: 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let 0 <p < 2 and let X and Y be Banach spaces of 
stable type p; in particular, $0 < p < 1, let X and Y be any Banach spaces. Zf 
n1 and y12 are finite positive symmetric measures on Sx and S,, respectively, 
then n,@n2 is the spectral measure of a p-stable random variable W on 
X 6 Y and there exist constants c,, c2 E (0, 00) such that 
Clip a,(?*)< (E II WP’~~2Qh) o,h). (1.12) 
Here c1 depends only on r and p, but c2 depends also on the spaces X and Y. 
It is well known that c0 is finitely representable in X 6 Y as long as X 
and Y are infinite dimensional. In particular X & Y is not of stable typep 
for any p B 1 [23]. Hence (see, e.g., [ 1, Theorem 3.7.91) not every finite 
symmetric positive measure on S,g y is the spectral measure of a p-stable 
law. Corollary 1.2 provides a large set of measures on S,, ,, which are 
indeed spectral measures of p-stable laws. 
In the case of Corollary 1.2, A,, and Lr,p are equivalent since 
(E I( UII’)‘/‘-~J,(~~) and (E I/ Vl[‘)‘/‘-r~,(~~). However, for 1 <p<2, if 
X= Y = 1, and U, = V, = C;= 1 8,ei, where { 19,},al 1 are i.i.d. symmetric p- 
stable random variables and {e,} y= 1 is the canonical basis, one can show 
that L,,p = o(A,,~) as n + co. (Another example of this type of behavior is 
given in Proposition 4.5.) On the other hand the existence of U and I/ 
imply E I( U 11’ < 00 and E II VII r < co, and therefore Lr,p < co (which presup- 
poses the existence of U and I’) implies nr,p < co. 
We define the canonical symmetric p-stable real valued random variable 
e by 
E exp it0 = exp - I t ) p, -co<<<<. (1.13) 
If vi and qz are supported by finite subsets of Sx and Sy respectively, then 
U, I’, and W always exist and Theorem 1.1 takes a special form. Indeed let 
{Xi}~=1cx and (~j)j”,l c Y and let U = C;= 1 8,x, and I’= X7= iej Yj, 
where {e,};= 1 and { tI,}i”_ I are two finite sequences of independent copies 
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of 0. For these random variables the measures qr, and q y given by (1.1) 
and (1.2) are, respectively, 
and 
In this case (1.3) defines a symmetric p-stable random variable 
on X @ Y, where (Oti);r,Jz 1 are i.i.d. copies of 8. We then have 
COROLLARY 1.3. There exist constants c,,~, C, independent of 
(xi}r=l cc& (~j),Zl c Y such that for all O<r<p 
where 
and 
For comparison purposes, it is convenient to recaI1 here Chevet’s 
theorem ([2]; see also [6, p. 1911) in the context of Corollary 1.3. Let 
!a;z7bI ( gj}y!i, ( g,j)T:,=“lj=l be finite sequences of i.i.d. N(0, 1) random 
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THEOREM 1.4 (Chevet). For anyfinite sets (xi}:=, c X and { yj-);! 1 c Y, 
and for 0 < r < co, 
(1.17) 
where 
n;= sup (%, ix*(X~)12)“2(E~~~~gjY,~~r)“’ 
llx*ll< 1 
+ ,,yt:lI (!l I Y*(yi)12)“2(E~~~,giXi!~r)“‘. (1.18) 
In Chevet’s proof the constant on the right of (1.18) is 2fi but this has 
been improved by Gordon [4]. 
Note that in the case of Gaussian processes, the upper and lower bounds 
in (1.17) have exactly the same form, and are analogous to part of the 
lower bound in (1.14) in the p-stable case, p < 2, but different from the 
upper bound (1.16). (The “weak norm” supljxf,, G i(C;= 1 1 x*(x,)(*)~‘~ from 
(1:18) appears in (1.16) replaced by the “strong norm” (XI= 1 11 xi\1 P)l’p, and 
likewise for { yj}J’!! r). However, note that (1.15) cannot be completely 
analogous to (1.18), because the term (CT= 1 11 xi IIP)l’P (c;= I 11 y, 11 p)“P can- 
not be removed from ( 1.15). There are fundamental differences between 
Gaussian and p-stable processes, 0 < p < 2. When p < 2, for { xi)2 I c X, 
Cg I B,xi converging (in any sense) implies xi”= I II xi II JJ < co, but Xi”= I g,x, 
can converge even when xi”= I I( xi II 2 diverges. Also, if G is a symmetric 
Gaussian X-valued random variable then there exist (xi}: i c X such that 
G is equal in distribution to Cp”=, gixi, where { gi}pcL 1are i.i.d. mean zero 
normal random variables. However, symmetric p-stable random variables 
U, as discussed in the introduction, are not necessarily expressible as series 
x2, eixi with {x,},“_,cXand {0,}p”,, i.i.d. A consequence of this is that 
whereas Chevet’s theorem is valid for all symmetric X- and Y-valued 
Gaussian random variables, our Theorem 1.1 is more general than our 
Corollary 1.3. 
We conjecture that I,,P in (1.8) can replace A,, in (1.7). In Section 4 we 
give some examples in which this is the case. Section 4 contains an 
inequality, based on a method of Yurinskii [ 14, 151, for the norm of a p- 
stable Banach space valued random variable* which we think is a new result 
and which should be of independent interest. 
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is an easy consequence of two results, a 
representation of p-stable processes given in [8] (see also [ 111) and 
Slepian’s lemma. Given these, the proof of the lower bound is elementary 
while the proof of the upper bound is basically the same as Carmona’s 
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[ 161 and Chevet’s [2 and 173 proofs in the Gaussian case. In Section 2 we 
will review some facts about p-stable and Gaussian processes. Theorem 1.1 
and Corollary 1.2 will be proved in Section 3. 
2. SOME FACTS ABOUT ~-STABLE PROCESSES 
We describe first a very useful representation of p-stable random 
variables due to LePage, Woodroofe, and Zinn [S]; see [11] for a more 
detailed account. We begin by observing that in the representation (1.1) of 
the characteristic functional of the p-stable variable U, the measure qU can 
be replaced by any other finite (in fact, o-finite) positive measure m on X as 
long as it satisfies 
auW=f j (.~:x/llx~l E A} IlxllPm(~x)+4 j (x:.r,,,x,,E -A) "x""m(dx) (2.1) 
for every Bore1 set A of S,. In the case of m finite this is readily seen by a 
change of variables in the integral in (1.1). (The o-finite case follows from 
uniqueness in the Levy-Khinchin representation of U, but we need not be 
concerned with this case here.) In other words, if the expression 
exp - s I x*(x)1 p m(dx), x* E x*, (2.2) x 
is the characteristic functional of a X-valued random variable U, then U is 
p-stable with spectral measure q U given by Eq. (2.1). Thus m is not unique, 
but o;(m) = I vu ) is unique. 
Let T be a positive random variable with P( T> A) = e -‘, 12 0. Let 
{ T,}p= , be independent copies of T, and let ri = T, + . . . + T,. Let m be a 
positive finite Bore1 measure on X, and let (u,},” 1 be i.i.d. X-valued ran- 
dom variables distributed according to m/lml. Let {si}im, i be a 
Rademacher sequence, that is, an i.i.d. sequence of random variables 
satisfying P(ei = 1) = P(ei = -1) = f. Assume further that the sequences 
{ Ti}, { ui}, { si} are independent of each other. It follows from the represen- 
tation in [S] as developed in [l 1, Sect. 11, and the Ito-Nisio theorem (see, 
e.g. [ 10, 11.4.3, 11.4.41) that the function on X* given in (2.2) is the charac- 
teristic functional of a symmetric p-stable (0 <p < 2) random variable U if 
and only if the series 
f Ej(rj) ~ up uj 
j=l 
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converges in probability (or in L,, 0 c r <p, or as.), and indeed, if this 
series converges then 
u g c(p)lml”P 2 Ei(ri)-l’p uj, 
j=l 
(2.3) 
where c(p) is a constant depending only on p, and “ g ” denotes equal in 
distribution. 
Since the measure in (2.2) is not unique for U, it follows that the 
representation (2.3) is not unique either: different choices of the measure m 
yield different possible distributions for the variables Uj, and all m satisfying 
(2.1) are allowed. Here is another useful choice of the measure, (Le Page 
[7, Sect. 51; given also in [ 11, Lemma 1.41): Let g be a real valued random 
variable such that 0 < E ( g I p < co, let m be a measure satisfying (2.1) and 
let u be an X-valued random variable with distribution m/l m I, independent 
of g. Take m’ = ) m l(E I g I “) - ‘Y( gu), where Y( gu) denotes the 
probability distribution of the X-valued random variable gu. Then it is 
obvious that m’ also satisfies (2.1), and therefore, if { gi, ui>yz, are i.i.d. 
copies of g and u independent of { rj},? 1 and {aj}joo, 1, the representation 
(2.3) gives 
U z c(p)lml”* (E ( glp)P1’p f ~~(r~)-“J’g~u~. 
j= 1 
(2.4) 
Note that another possible choice for m is qU itself; if { w,}p”, , are i.i.d. with 
law vu/l ylv I , independent of {r,},? , , then 
U ’ C(P) ap(q~) f (Tj)-“’ Wj ’ C(p) Op(ff,) f &J,ri)-“” Wj (2.5) 
j= 1 j= 1 
(since 1) Wj II = 1, a,(~,) = ) q U I ‘lp, and the wj are asymmetric). 
Following [9] we give some well-known useful inequalities for p-stable 
variables. By (2.5) and Levy’s inequality, for 0 < r <p, 
~~II~II’~1”~~-1”~~~~~,~rl.~~~l~,I~”P~1”~~r,p~p~~~~, (2.6) 
where d,,P is a constant depending only on r and p. This follows because 
I( wi II = 1 and 0 < E I rI I -r’p < cc. On the other hand by the comparison 
principle (see, e.g., [S; or 1, Lemma 3.2.121 and note that the result also 
holds for p c 1, but with a different constant), we have 
(2.7) 
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It follows by Lemma 1.2 [ill, since r/p < 1, that E s~p~(j/r~)~‘~ < cc. Thus 
forp<l 
(E II Ully < 2 l +(%(p) cTp(qu) ( , (~)w,‘q$) Esup 
for a constant D,,p depending only on r and p. Note that (2.6) and (2.8) 
imply (1.11) in case p < 1. 
In obtaining the upper bound in (1.7) we will use a comparison result of 
Fernique [3] which is based on Slepian’s lemma. Let T be a countable 
index set and let {G,(t), tE T} and {G2(t), tE T} be two mean zero 
Gaussian processes uch that 
E I G,(s) - GW12 G E I GASI - W)12 (2.9) 
for all s, t E T and such that zero is in the range of G,( ., o) for each o E a; 
then 
E sup I G,(t)1 G 2% sup I G(t)1 . (2.10) 
rGT IET 
It is well known that the quantities (E 11 G I( r)l’r, 0 < r < co, of B-valued cen- 
tered Gaussian random variables G are all equivalent (e.g., use Femique’s 
proof of the square exponential integrability of Gaussian vectors [3]). 
Therefore from (2.10) we obtain 
(Esup lG~(t)l’)“‘<C,(Esup IGZ(t)(r)l”, O<r<oo, 
[ET IET 
(2.11) 
for some constant C, depending only on r. Inequalities (2.10) and (2.11) 
extend to an uncountable index set T if G, is a separable process. 
3. PROOFS OF THEOREM 1.1 AND COROLLARY 1.2 
Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let us assume that W is a p-stable X 6 Y-valued 
random variable with spectral measure vi @ q2 (as defined in Sect. 1). Then 
by (2.5) we can represent W as 
wz c(P)ap(rll)op(V*) f Ej(rj)-“pujOvj, 
j=l 
(3.1) 
where { uj>,z, and (v,},? 1 are independent sequences, independent of each 
other, 9(Uj) = vi/l ql (, 9(vj) = qZ/I r/* 1, and the series on the right in (3.1) 
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is as. convergent. We will now verify that ?I and n2 are indeed spectral 
measures of p-stable variables U and Y and that the left side inequality in 
(1.7) holds. By (3.1), for every x* E X*, the series 
l’px*(uj)uj 2 (Elx*(uJ”)“~ f Ej(rj)-“p vi 
j=l 
converge a.s. (see (2.3) and (2.4)). Since qI 20, there exists x* such that 
E(x*(u,)JP#O. Hence the series c,?= 1 sj(f’) - ‘lp vi converges or, 
equivalently, qz is the spectral measure of a p-stable symmetric Y-valued 
random variable I/. An analogous argument shows that qI is the spectral 
measure of a p-stable symmetric X-valued random variable U. Let us then 
set in what follows q1 =qcI, q2= qV. 
Following (2.6) we have 
(E II wII’)“‘>,2-“‘c(p) a,(?,) bp(?Y)(E(TI)-r’p)l”. 
This gives us the first term in A,,p. Next we write 
VII ~,ll’)“‘=c(P)~,(?.)~,(?.) 
r I/r 
sup 
llx*ll < I,llY~ll i 1 
f &j(fj)- I” X*(Uj) Y*(Uj) 
j= 1 I) 
r I/r 
~~(r,)-“~ x*(u,) JJ*(u~) 
I) 
Next, comparing (2.3) and (2.4), we see that 
r l/r 
Ej(rj) -I” X*(Uj) J’*(Uj) 
I) 
= (El x*(u)l")"" 
Using (3.4) in (3.3) we have 
(E II WllY 2 c (P) sup a,(?,)@ I x*(u)1 pYp Op(? Y) 
l/~*/l G 1 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
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Simply by writing out the relevant integrals we see that 
UP 
~p(rl”)(EIX*(U)lp)l’p= s, lb*(x)lplu(dr)) . (3.6) 
Also 
(3.7) 
= (E (1 v IJr)“r by (2.5). (3.8) 
The statements in (3.5)-(3.7) give the second term in A,,, and, obviously, 
the third term follows similarly. Thus we have established the lower bound 
in (1.7). 
Next we show that if vu and q y are the spectral measures of p-stable 
symmetric random variables U on X and V on Y, then there exists a p- 
stable symmetric random variable W on X 6 Y with spectral measure 
qU@qV. We obtain also the upper bound in (1.7). Our method is to write 
p-stable processes as processes that are marginally Gaussian and then to 
follow Chevet [S]. 
If { gi} are i.i.d. centered real random variables with E ) g, 1 p = 1, we can 
write, by (2.4), 
and 
u=c(P) ap(rlCI) f g,(rj)-l’p uj 
j=l 
(3.9) 
v=c(P) ap(rlV) f Sj(rj)-“” Oj. 
j=l 
(3.10) 
It is well known (see, e.g., [l, Theorem 3.6.181) that E I( UII’ and E I( VII’ 
are finite (0 < r<p). Let E, denote integration conditioned on {r’, Uj}. 
Then, by conditional independence, we have that for all 0 < r’ <p, 
E, f gj(rj)-“puj 
II 
ilr’< Eg IIT1 gj(f”)-‘lp ujl/‘-c co a.s. 
j=l 
It follows that the sequence ( )I J$=, g,(T,) ~ ‘lp uj [I’}~= 1 is uniformly 
integrable for 0 < r < r’ <p. Hence, since this sequence converges a.s., we 
have 
lim E f gj(rj)P”p uj 
II II 
r 
= 0, Ocrcp, (3.11) 
In,” - cc j=n 
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and similarly 
lim E ‘f gi(rj) - l” 01 
/I 
r=o, O<r<p. (3.12) 
m,n - 00 ,=?I 
Let us now assume that the four sequences of random variables { gj}, 
ifj>~ l”j>y I”j> are independent and defined on a product probability 
space 0 x Q, , { gi> depending only on or E: ,52, and the rest of the variables 
depending only on o E Q. Let us fix CO and consider the Gaussian X0 Y- 
valued random variable 
Hn,m= f gj(~j(W))-l'puj(W)QUj(~), O<nbm<co, (3.13) 
j=n 
as a stochastic process on those elements x* By* E X* 8 Y* for which 
1) x* 1) < 1 and Jj y* 1) < 1, i.e., 
Hn,rn(x*Q~*)= 5 gj(~j(O))-"'X*(~j(W))Y*(Uj(~)). (3.14) 
j=n 
Let E, denote expectation with respect to Q, (as above). Using the fact 
that )I x* I(, II y* (I, II uj I(, and I/ uj II are all bounded by 1, we obtain 
E,IH,,,(~,*QY,*)-H,,,(~:QY,*)I* 
= Eg / f Sj(rj(O)) -“’ (X?(uj(W)) y?(uj(O)) -X2y;(uj(W)) YT(uj(w)))/2 
]=?I 
G2 2 (rj(0))-2’p (Ix~(uj(0))12 I Y~(“j(w))-Y~(uj(w))12 
[ j=n 
+ I Y?(“j(0))12 Ix~~uj~o~~x~~uj~0~~12~ 
f (rj(0))-2’pI Y~~“j~O~~~Y~~uj~O~~lz 
j=n 
+ f (fj(CO))-2'p IX~*(Uj(O))-X**(Uj(O))l* . 
j=n 1 
Let us now define the function ii,(o) and iTj(w) on X* Q Y* by 
ii,(O)(X* QY*) = X*(Uj(W)) 
lTj(o)(x* Qy*) =y*(uj(w)). 
(3.15) 
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Let { g(i)?=, be an independent copy of ( gj},y 1 depending only on o1 E Sz, . 
Consider the Gaussian process 
Z,,, = fi f gj(rj(W))- l” ii,(O) 
j=n 
+ fi 2 gJ(rj(w)) - l'p D"i(w) 
j=n 
defined on the same domain as H,,,. Clearly 
~,IH,,,(x:QY:)-H,.,(x:QYZ*)I* 
~~E,Iz,,,(x:QY:)-z,,,(x:QY:)12~ (3.16) 
since the last term of (3.16) is exactly the last term in (3.15). Therefore, by 
Fernique’s theorem ((2.9) and (2.11)) we have 
4 SUP 2 gj(rj(w))- I” x*(“j(0)) y*(“j(0)) ’ 
IIx*II~~.IIY*IIc1 ,=I2 
for some constant C: depending only on r. Finally, taking expectation with 
respect o 52, we get 
E f gj(rj)p’lpUjQVj II j=n 
2 g,(I’,) - ‘lp vi r I/ 1 . (3.17) j=n 
It then follows from (3.11) and (3.12) and Ito-Nisio’s theorem that the 
series x,2 i gj(rj) --Ilp uj@ uj converges in X @ Y w-a.s. for every w E $2 
(therefore it converges a.s.) and furthermore 
f g,(c) - I” Uj @ Vi f gj(rj) - ‘1~’ uj
I 
j=l 
+ E 2 gj(rj) - 1/P vj r /I 1 . (3.19) j=l 
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By the equivalence between (2.4) and (2.5), the same inequality holds if we 
replace {gi} by (sj) in (3.19). Multiplying both sides by 
(c(p) a,(qU) o,(qV))’ and using (3.9) and (3.10), we get 
(c(P)ap(rlU)op(?V))‘E ff Ej(rj)-l'pujOvj r 
II j= I Ii 
G C:b;M E II W+QI.) E II ~11’). (3.20) 
Since the random variable at the left side of (3.20) is p-stable symmetric 
with spectral measure q U @ q “, the existence of W and the upper bound in 
(1.7) both follow from (3.20). 1 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. If X is of stable type p then it is of Rademacher 
type a for some a >p [ 121. Suppose q is a probability measure on S, and 
let {ui}z i be i.i.d. X-valued random variables with law q. Then there is a 
constant c’ depending on X and r but not on 4 such that for 0 < r <p, 
E 2 Ej(I’j)-“’ 
II j=m 
<c’ E i (rj)p 
( 
rlx 
-+o 
j=m ) 
as n, m -+ co, since E(Tj) - Orlp = T(j - a/p)/Qj) = j - a/P for j > a/p (see, e.g., 
[ 11, (1.24)]). This shows that the series U = CT= 1 si( rj) - ‘lp uj converges in 
probability and therefore that q is the spectral measure of the p-stable 
variable U (see Sect. 2). The same argument also gives 
(E II Ully e c, 
with cr = c’E(x,“= 1 (rj) -‘ip)r’a. By homogeneity, if vu is any finite measure 
on S, and U a corresponding p-stable variable, then 
VII W’)“‘-~phJ (3.21) 
(Note that if vu is a discrete measure then (3.21) follows from the definition 
of stable type p.) The same inequality holds in the space Y for any rl V and 
I/. Corollary 1.2 follows from this and Theorem 1.1. m 
Proof of inequality (1.10). The left side is trivial. For the right side we 
adapt an argument of [13]. Let Ui be independent copies of U. By 
independence 
P(maxjGm II uiIl >m’~Pt}=l-(l-P(~~U)~>m”Pt))” 
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for all t > 0 and m E N. A simple computation and Levy’s inequality (see 
[l, p. 1021) gives then, as in [13], that 
1 
P( (1 U(( > m”Pt) <- 
P{IYlaXism 11 UijI >m”*t} 
m 1 -P{maxi,, I( Ui(I >ml’Pt) 
<’ WII UII >t> 
‘ml-2P{I)UIJ>t} 
as long as P{ II Uj( > t> <i. Take t, = 4l”(E 11 U(lr)“’ to conclude that for all 
mEN, 
mP{ I( U/J >m%,} < 1, 
and, by interpolation, that 
sup.PP{(I U/I >.s> <2f,P. 
sz 1, 
Since sup,< ,, spP{ II UJI > s} ,< t;, we conclude that 
Ap()( UJl)62”~.4”‘(E 11 UIJy. 1 
4. AN INEQUALITY FORP-STABLE RANDOM VARIABLES AND 
BOUNDS FOR CERTAINP-STABLE TENSOR PRODUCTS 
We use a technique of Yurinskii [14, 151 to show: 
LEMMA 4.1. Let U be a symmetric p-stable random variable with values 
in a Banach space X, O<p<2. Forp/2<r< 1 ifp> 1, andforpf2<r<p if 
p< 1, we have 
(4.1) 
where c~,~ = (10 -PW -P) cpp, erg = CWP - r) v Wr -p)lP-p)) c; 
for r < 1, with c, as given in (4.7), and vu and o;(qu) as defined in (1.1) and 
(1.5). 
Proof Let { Z,}[t = 1 be independent X-valued random variables satisfy- 
ing E II Z, II 2’ < co, k = l,..., n, for some O<r<l. Let S,=CgzlZk. Then, 
if & denotes the a-algebra generated by Z, ,..., Z,, as Yurinskii observes in 
[ 14 and 151 (for r = 1, but his argument extends to 0 < r < l), we have 
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Therefore, using the fact that martingale difference sequences are 
orthogonal, we obtain 
k=l 
= f ~(~cii~,ii’~~i-~CiiS,ii’i~-,l)* (4.2) 
k=l 
G i E(I/ZkIlr+EIIZkIIr)‘~4 i EIIZkI12’. 
k=l k=l 
Assume now that {Zk};= 1 are symmetric, i. i. d. X-valued random 
variables such that E II Zk /I’< cc (but possibly E 1) Zk I(2r = co). We will 
obtain a probability estimate using truncation and (4.2). For given I > 0, 
let 
Let {&k};, , be a Rademacher sequence independent of {Z,} and denote 
by E, and E,, respectively, integration with respect to {Q} and with 
respect o (Z,}, as usual. Let us first assume r = 1. Since for fixed (Zk} the 
variables c; = 1 &kZk and c; = 1 ck(Zk - Zk) are independent, we have 
=E,E, f EkZk+ i &k(Zk-Zk) 
I; k=l k=l /I 
Then using (4.2) for the truncated variables Zk, and (4.3), we obtain the 
following estimate: 
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Similarly, for 0 < r < 1 we have 
Using the same argument as in (4.4) but with 11. (lr instead of I[.[/, we get 
that if 
. . 
where m this case Z, = ZkZC,,Z~,,,CA,. 
We will proceed now to prove inequality (4.1) for r = 1 (using (4.4)) and 
will then indicate the main differences in the derivation of (4.1) for r < 1 
(using (4.5)). Let U be a X-valued symmetric p-stable random variable, 
p > 1, and let { Ui}z I be independent copies of U. Then 
U=“C;=, n-‘IPUk, and (4.4) gives 
Pill Ull -Eli UII >A> 
<nP(II UII >An’lp} +41-2n’-2’pE )I U~~2ZC,,Li,,~in~~P3. (4.6)
It is well known [l, 3.6.18, 3.6.201 that 
lim tpP{ 1) UII > t> = c;a;(q,) 
1-m (4.7) 
for some constant cp depending only on p. Hence, for any I > 0 we have 
lim dPP( 11 U/I > h~“~} = a;(~~) c;. 
n-+cc (4.8) 
580/63/l -5 
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Also, for all a>O, 
Jima 4A -*n’ - *lpE II U II * I,,,,,, cn~~~A1 
= lim 81 -*nl -2/P 
[J 
auP{(IuJ(>u}du 
n+cc 0 
+J 
,MP uP(ll U l >u) du II 1 
< lim ~~~~~-‘suPupP(lI011>u} 
uza 
Hence, by (4.7) 
8 
lim 4A-2n’-2ipE I\ UIl* ZC,,U,,~n,,P1, <---- 
2-P 
12-pc;a;(qJ. (4.9) n-ax 
Since the left side of (4.6) is independent of n, replacing (4.8) and (4.9) in 
(4.6) gives 
ip~~llUll-EIIUll>I}~~c~~~(‘lo). 
The lemma is thus proved in the case r = 1. 
Assume now that r < 1 <p. Then (4.5) applied to Z, = Uk/n”P becomes: 
if 
then 
P[ll VII’-El1 U(I’>I]<nP(II U(I’>Inr’P) (4.11) 
+ 161 -*n’ - *‘lpE )I U I) 2r I, ,, u,,r c nr~P1j, 
where 0, = U,Z,,, ukllr G nr/Pll. Consider (4.10). A simple computation gives 
k=l 
(4.12) 
P 
G - n’lpA1 -Pi’ sup 
p-r , p “mJ.‘ir 
tpp( 11 u, 11 > t). 
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Therefore, by (4.7) we have that (4.10) is satisfied for API’> 
(2p/(p - r)) c;o;(qU) and n suffkiently large (depending on A). Therefore 
for these values of 1 and n (4.11) is valid. By (4.7) we have 
lim Ap”nP( (1 UII’> Mp} = c;o;(q,), 
n-co 
(4.13) 
and by an argument similar to the one in (4.9) we get 
Note that (4.1) requires that r < 1, (4.12) that r <p, and (4.14) that 2r >p. 
Replacing (4.12)-(4.14) in (4.11) we obtain that for p/2<r<p A 1 and 
API’> GW(p- f-1) coo;, 
34r -p 
A”‘P[II U/‘-E II Ull’>A] <- 
2r-p cpJ;hu). 
So, for the same values of r and for all I > 0, we get 
Note that by (3.21) and (l.lO), in type p stable Banach spaces B, 
A;( II U II ) N a;(~~) for p-stable B valued random variables U (in fact it can 
be shown that this property characterizes type p stable Banach spaces). 
Since every Banach space is of type p stable for p < 1, the previous theorem 
is only interesting for p 2 1. In this case it shows that in general Banach 
spaces the quantity related to A;( /I U 11) which is actually equivalent to 
o$(vu) is 
sup 
12 C(Ell cq’)‘/ APP{ II UII > 43 
(4.16) 
for any C > 1 and for the values of r specified in Lemma 4.1. 
In view of inequality (l.lO), a version of (4.1) holds for all r <p. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let U be a p-stable symmetric X valued random 
variable, 0 < p < 2. Then there exist k,, K, < co (depending only on p) such 
that 
SUP A’P(II UII >k,~,(II W+J} ~KpqThu). 
i. > 0 
(4.17) 
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Equivalently, there exist 0 < kr,p, K,,p < co (depending only on r and p) such 
that for all 0 < r < p, 
We do not know if kr,p, k, can be taken to be 1 in cases different from 
those considered in Lemma 4.1. We apply Theorem 4.1 to obtain 
THEOREM 4.3. Let U be a Banach space valued symmetric p-stable ran- 
dom variable with characteristic functional given by (1.1) and let { U,};, , be 
i.i.d. copies of U. Then for p/2 < r <p ifp < 1, andfor p/2 < r 6 1 if p > 1, we 
have 
(E ,~,a:~ IIUjIlr)l’rG E II UII . . 
( 
where a,,(v] “) is given in (1.4) and c,,~ is given in Theorem 4.1. 
Proof. By (4.1) we have 
P(II UII’>E II UIl’+~)G cr,pap(vu) API’ ’ Iz > 0. 
Therefore, for s > E 1) U 11 r we get 
cr,pqXlt J
‘(II uIir’s)’ (S-E 11 Ull,)p/,’ 
which implies (since P(max 1 <, G n II uj I/ r > s) < 1 A c;= , P( I( U, )I ’ > s)) 
that 
ncr,paP(vu) 
p’l~,“,“, II ujllr’s)‘l A (S-E II~ljr)p,~’ 
Thus 
E[,y:H II U,ll’l =p P(,y:H II Ujll >s) ds . . . . 
GE II UIIr+nriPc;$a~(~.) 
(4.20) 
By a change of variables the last term in (4.20) equals 
ncr,pa$v”) dt = 
t PI’ 
(4.21) 
We get (4.19) from (4.20) and (4.21). m 
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Remark4.4. Like (4.1), (4.19) is of interest only for p> 1. If p> 1 then 
one can take r = 1 and (4.19) takes the neater form 
E max II U,ll GE II UII +Lcl,pnl’P~,(~u). 
l<j<n P-l 
(4.22) 
Finally, it is convenient to note that, as a consequence of Corollary 4.2, 
inequality (4.19) holds, up to a multiplicative constant, for all 0 < r <p. 
Theorem 4.3 allows us to obtain a class of examples W for which A,,, is 
both an upper and lower bound in (1.7) but A,,p cannot replace A,, as a 
lower bound (here we continue to use the notation of Sect. 1). 
Proposition 4.5. Let 1 <p < 2 and let X be a Banach space which is not 
of stable type p. Then there exist (X @ cO) valued p-stable symmetric random 
variables W,, whose spectral measures are tensor products of the form (1.6) 
such that 
&A,( WJ d (E II W,, Ilr)l’r d D&,,( WA / . (4.23) 
where dr,r > 0, D,,p < co depend only on r andp and A,, = A,,( W,,) is as given 
in ( 1.8). Moreover, zf A,,, = A,,,( W,,) is as defined in (1.9) then 
A,,,( WJ >fr,pnl’P~r,,( WJ (4.24) 
for some constant f,,, depending only on r and p. 
Proof Since X is not of stable type p, for each n E N there exists a 
p-stable symmetric X-valued random variable U, such that 
(E I/ U, Ilr)l’r 2 n”Po,(qU,). (4.25) 
(If {Xi}~,cY is a sequence such that Cy=, /I xi11 p < cc but C; i eixi 
diverges, where (0,}: 1 are i.i.d. copies of 0, see (1.13), then we can take 
U, = Cy= 1 O,xi for some adequate rn E N.) Let ( iJ,,};=, be i.i.d. copies of 
U,. By Theorem 4.3 and the last part of Remark 4.4, there exists a constant 
k,, < cc such that for 0 < r <p, 
(E I:,??” II unjII’)“‘~kr,pC(E II Un II’~“‘+~l’P~,~rt~~~l. (4.26) . . 
Let { e,)po_ , be the canonical basis of cO, and V, = c;= 1 O,ej for n E N, 
where the 0, are i.i.d. with characteristic function given by (1.13). Then 
EeiY”Y”’ -_ e~~~=llY*(~,)l' 7 
or q V. = t(C;=, 6, + xi”=, 6 _ =,). The (X @ c,)-valued random variable 
W,= 5 U,,@e, (4.27) 
j=l 
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is symmetric p-stable with spectral measure ~U,@~V~. (To see this note 
that by the representation in Section 2, if {z&}kml_nlj=, are i.i.d. with law 
vu,/1 q c” (, then any symmetric p-stable random variable with spectral 
measure qu,@$(6, + S -r,) has the same distribution as the random 
variable 
c(p)Jtj.“l f &k(rk)- ‘lp Ui,kQ 
&=I 
E C(p)lrlunl f. Ek(fk)-l’pu;,k Oej 2 UH,@ej, j= l,...,n. 
k=l 
Adding these variables we get the assertion in (4.27).) Since 
II w, II = sup 
Il.r*ll < I,Jl.v’il <I 
1 i x*Cunj).Y*(ej)~ 
, = I 
= sup max 
1w11 c I 1 GjGn 
I X*( unj)l = ,y,?:n II unj II . . 
inequality (4.26) gives 
(E II w’)“‘~k,pC(~ II ~,II’~“‘+~l’P~,~rlo,~l. (4.28) 
We now check that there exist constants e,.p and E,, depending only on Y 
and p such that 
e,.,(~“P~p(rlu,) + (E II u, II’)“‘) G &,p(w,) 
< E,,p(~“p~phn) +(E II U, I/ ‘)“‘I- (4.29) 
The left side of (4.29) together with (4.28) gives the right-hand inequality in 
(4.23). The left-hand inequality follows from Theorem 1.1. 
In checking (4.29) we note that by definition 
since 
(4.31) 
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and 
Finally we observe that 
VP 
sup I x*(x)1 p rl,(dx) G O,(?U”) (4.32) 
1l.m < 1 
and 
f f--P n’lP ,< (E max 10, I‘)‘lr < F,,pn 1/P (4.33) 1 <j<n 
for constants f,, > 0 and Fr,P < co independent of n. Using (4.32) and (4.33) 
in (4.30) we get (4.29) and hence (4.23). To obtain (4.24) we note that 
A,,( W,) 2 ~,hw II u, IIY = @YE II U” IIY 
by (4.31). Since by (4.25) and (4.29) we have 
A,,( Wn) d 2JT,p II U” IW? 
we get (4.24). 1 
Based on Proposition 4.5 we conjecture that $ can replace A,,p in (1.7) 
in general. We will end this paper with another interesting class of exam- 
ples for which this is the case. 
In the examples that follow we consider p-stable X-valued random 
variables U such that 
Ee iX*fU)=exp- I x Ix*(x)lPm,(dx), X*EX*, (4.34) 
where m, is a centered Gaussian measure on X. Equivalently, by the dis- 
cussion in Section 2 (see, e.g. (2.3)), 
us c(p) f (fj)-“hj, (4.35) 
j=l 
where uj are i.i.d. X-valued random variables with law mU, i.e., the uj are 
i.i.d. Gaussian random variables on A’. Since the uj are symmetric, the 
variables cj that appear in (2.3) are deleted from (4.35). In connection with 
(4.34) and (4.35) we note the following: 
LEMMA 4.6. Let X be a separable Banach space and let { uj}Tf 1 be i.i.d. 
centered Gaussian X valued random variables. Then the series (4.35) con- 
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verges as. and in L, for all r < p, thus defining a p-stable X-valued random 
variable U with characteristic functional given by (4.34) (see Sect. 2). 
Moreover, 
(E II UII 7"' d Pr.pop(mU), O<r<p, (4.36) 
where m, = 9(u1) and fir,r are finite positive constants depending only on r 
and p. 
Proof Since the uj are independent Gaussian, it is clear that 
f (rj)--l’p 
j=n 
Hence 
because 
as n, m + cc (e.g., see (1.24) in [ 111). This shows that c,“= I (r,) - ‘lp uj con- 
verges in L, and that 
(E II UII’)“‘6 [E(z, (~~~~2-n)..2]l-‘(EII~~llp)1’p 
since r <p. This gives (4.36). The as. convergence of (4.35) follows by the 
Ito-Nisio theorem (e.g., [lo, 11.4.3, 11.4.41). 1 
The proof of the next result also uses Chevet’s theorem (Theorem 1.4), 
but in the following form: 
LEMMA 4.7. Let U be an X-valued centered Gaussian random variable 
and let { y, 1,: , c Y be such that x,7 , gj yj converges, where { gj ),z I are 
i.i.d. N(0, 1) variables. Then for 0 < r < co, 
+ sup 2 1 y*(y# U2 (E II Ullr)l”, (4.37) 
llY*ll C 1 ( j= 1 > 
where ( Uj},Tx, are independent copies of U. 
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Proof: First note that Chevet’s theorem holds true also for infinite sums 
as long as they converge. Second, note that U = B x,? r gjxj for some 
sequence {xi} c X and { gj},E , i.i.d. N(0, 1). Hence, 
and 
f f g,xioyj 2 f uoyj 
i=l j=l j=l 
Now (4.37) follows from (1.17) and (1.18) in Theorem 1.4 (with 
n=m=co). 1 
We now give another class of examples for which (4.23) is satisfied. 
PROPOSITION 4.8. Let m, be a (centered) Gaussian measure on X, and let 
U be the p-stable X-valued random variable defined by (4.35) (or, equivalent- 
ly, by (4.34)). Let V be a p-stable symmetric Y-valued random variable with 
spectral measure r] “. Let { ui, vi}~, be independent random variables, ui with 
distribution m,, vi with distribution n JJ n “1. Then the p-stable X 6 Y- 
valued random variable W given by 
W=C(p) IqvJ”’ f (~j)-"pujQvj 
j=l 
(4.38) 
exists and moreover, for 0 -C r < p, 
4X,p G (E II Vlr)l’r 6 W:,p, (4.39) 
UP 
4, = I, opt? Y) + sup (J I x*(x)l” m,Adx) > (E II wPr~ IIX*ll Cl x 
and d,, D, are finite positive constants depending only on r. 
Remark 4.9. Note that A:,p is equivalent to l,,p since by (4.36) in 
Lemma 4.6, 
sup 
Ilv’ll G 1 (J I Y*(Y)I’ uv(dy) y > 
VP 
(E II UlI’)“‘< Br,~,h VI o,(md 
= Br,p a,(9 Y) a,(? u). 
E2 f ujO(T,(O,))-"pUi(Wl) ' 
Ii j=l (/ 
- sup (E, Ix*(uJ’)“’ E2 f gj(l-j(o,))-““uj(ol) ’ 
llx’tl s I II J=l II 
+ sup 
( 
f I Y*((‘j(W,))-“‘~j(~~))l* “*El)u, lIr. 
IlY*ll S 1 j= I 1 
Taking expectations with respect o o1 we obtain 
E II W’- SUP (E l~*(~J12)r’2 E II VII’ (4.40) 
llx*ll G ’ 
al 
+ E sup (~~(p)l~vl*'~ 1 (I")-z'P I Y*(uj)l*)“’ E II ~1 II’. 
IIY'II G 1 j=l 
(Note that by (2.2) and (2.5), V=” c(~)~~~I”‘~~JY~ (T,)-l’pgj~j). We will 
now examine the terms on the right of (4.40). Since all the &-norms of 
Gaussian random variables are equivalent, we have 
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Proof of Proposition 4.8. Recall that (rj I,“= I is independent of (vi )F= r, 
assume that these sequences are defined on the probability space B1, let 
{u,} be defined on Q2, and let B = 8, x Sz, be the product probability 
space. (Let E, E,, E2 denote the respective expectations.) Now, for w1 
fixed, let us consider the variable 
By Lemma 4.7. 
Also, 
sup (E Ix*(uJ*)“~~ sup (E Ix*(u,)~~)“~. 
Itx*il s 1 Ilx’ll G ’ 
(4.41) 
(E II Ul Il’y G (E II u1 IIPP = ~,h/). (4.42) 
Finally, note that since qV is a measure on SY, I qV( = ap(qy), and 
( y*(v,)l < 11 y* I( < 1; also, by Lemma 1.4 in [ll], the series ~$~~~))2’p is 
a positive p/Zstable random variable epi2 that 
lim,,, tp’2PfBp,2 >t ) = I. Therefore 
E,,$:Pl (c*(P)IvvI~” f (rj)-*” Levi’) 
r/* 
l < j= I 
G C’(P) W’p,2)r’2 a$% Y). (4.43) 
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Hence, by (4.41), (4.42), (4.43), it follows from (4.40) that 
(E II WI’P’~ m:,p 
for some D, < co. The left-hand inequality in (4.39) follows from the ieft- 
hand inequality in (1.6). The proposition is thus proved. 1 
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